
Carnebello with Tripe
Wet Food

Complete feed for adult dogs

Our Eggersmann Carnebello with Tripe is a high-quality wet food with a particularly
appetising consistency, as it contains juicy muscle meat with a firm and meaty
texture. Made with high-quality tripe, which naturally contains lactic acid bacteria, it
can have a positive effect on your dog’s digestive system and support the
development of healthy gut bacteria. Combining a high amount of premium-quality,
easily digestible poultry with salmon oil and omega-3 fatty acids, it provides your dog
with all the nutrients it needs. Because of the particularly gentle cooking process, all
the important vitamins, trace elements and minerals are retained in this complete
dog feed. As it is completely free from grains, sugar and artificial colours and
flavours, our wet dog feed provides your dog with both a tasty and nutritious meal.
Our Eggersmann Carnebello with Tripe is suitable as a complete feed for adult dogs
but can also be mixed with dry feed if preferred.

Recommandation en matière d'alimentation : 

Feeding recommendation:

BW
dog
food/day

up to 5 kg325 g
up to 10 kg550 g
up to 15 kg750
g
up to 20 kg900 g
up to 25 kg1100 g
up to 35 kg1400 g
up to 50 kg1800 g
Keep cooled for max. 24 hours after opening.

Composition - Additifs: 70,0 % Meat and innards: tripe (15 %), meat, lung, liver,
udder, 28,5 % bouillon de viande, 0,5 % Salmon oil, 0,5 % Minerals, 0,5 % Egg shells,
dried

Composants analytiques et teneurs: 10,50 % Protéines brutes, 5,50 % Matières
grasses brutes, 2,20 % Cendres brutes, 0,40 % Fibre brute, 79,00 % Humidité

Additifs nutritionnels par kg: 200,0 I.E. Vitamine D3 (3a671) NA, 50,0 mg Vitamine
E (3a700) NA, 2,0 mg Manganèse (3b503) sous forme de sulfate de manganèse (II),
monohydraté NA, 20,0 mg Sulfate de zinc (3b605) NA, 0,2 mg Iodate de calcium
anhydre (3b202) NA

  NA = Additifs nutritionnels et physiologiques
  ZA = Additifs zootechniques
  TA = Additifs - auxiliaires technologiques
  SA = Additifs sensoriels
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